
Discover the academic difference.

“At the heart of King School is academic excellence. Embracing a growth mindset,  
our community of teachers and students come together as engaged, resilient,  
lifelong learners who believe in  themselves and each other.” - Tom Main, Head of School



“Every day I feel so lucky I am in  
a special place with people who  
help me to grow and want to see  
me succeed. The teachers really
teach you the material and make  
sure you understand it.” 
– Ellie, Grade 5

Exceptional Faculty
Be championed and guided by passionate teachers  

who are experts in their fields. King Faculty are deeply 

committed to a personalized approach to teaching 

and learning. Over 81% of King Faculty hold advanced 

degrees. All King teachers participate in at least two 

Professional Growth and Development training sessions 

each year, ensuring teachers remain at the forefront of 

education practices.

Academic Excellence
Experience a challenging, PreK-Grade 12, college  

preparatory educational program. Immerse yourself  

deeply in STEM. Excel at reading analytically, writing 

clearly, thinking critically, and speaking thoughtfully. 

Design an independent study program or choose to 

graduate with a Certificate of Distinction. Our diploma 

distinctions include: STEM, Leadership, Global  

Studies, and World Languages. 



“It’s exciting how our approach to  
planning and teaching science,  
computer programming, and  
mathematics has evolved as we are  
utilizing skills across disciplines to 
better solve and address the problems 
facing our rapidly changing world.” 
– Dr. Khiznichenko, Chair of Mathematics Department

“We are impressed by the  
detailed goals and strategies 
that the teacher showed  
to us in our teacher parent  
conference. It demonstrates 
the teacher's strong academic 
focus and rigorous approach.” 

– Parent, Lower School

Be known as an individual and as a learner. Our proprietary, comprehensive  

Student Learning Profile System deepens teachers’ understanding of  

each student’s interests, learning patterns, and personal goals, supporting  

student’s development. Teachers contribute insights to and draw perspective 

from this shared Faculty database, infusing their lesson preparation with a 

thorough understanding and appreciation of each student. 

Personalized Approach to Teaching  
and Learning



“We learned  
the valuable  
lesson that with 
just a little  
effort, you can  
change lives.” 
– Griffen, Grade 5

Nurture excellence within a community inspired by the 

4 King Virtues which help develop individual character 

and collective well being. Learn the skills and acceptance 

needed to succeed in a multicultural world. Discover the 

joy of service by participating in the King Cares Service 

Learning program. 

Culture of Integrity, Kindness,  
Perseverance, and Respect

The College Counseling Office partners each Grade 9  

student with a counselor who will guide their journey 

through a four-year developmental program that  

centers on discovering the most competitive match. 

Graduates Succeed in Top  
Colleges, Universities, and in Life   

“There is excellent communication and  
advice from the College Counseling Office. 
Since the early days, we were advised  
correctly and motivated to search in the  
right places.” 

– Parent, Upper School

College counselors support students with: 

•  Shaping strategy to choose a curriculum and  
 engage in extra-curricular activities  

•  Understanding the standardized testing timeline  
 and strategy

•  Visiting colleges

• Opportunities to meet 90+ college representatives  
 who visit King each year

•  Identifying a target list of colleges

•  Developing a sophisticated application portfolio

•  Making a final, thoughtful decision 



King Mission
King is dedicated to preparing its students to thrive in a rapidly changing world. 

We provide an excellent, progressive education, grounded in the traditional disciplines of the arts and  

sciences, and committed to the nurturing of individual potential, and designed to promote critical thinking 

and reasoned reflection. Using rich and innovative methods, our Teachers facilitate each student’s fullest  

academic and personal achievement. We champion the development of character, self-confidence, and  

talent through challenging intellectual, creative, athletic, leadership, and service opportunities. 

King believes that individual accomplishment must go hand in hand with respect for others. Our culture of  

respect fosters collaboration as well as independence. We embrace human and cultural diversity. We value  

responsible citizenship. 

King graduates are well equipped to succeed in college and to pursue lives of ongoing inquiry, learning,  

accomplishment, personal fulfillment and social responsibility.   

King History
King School is the convergence of three distinct, independent schools – Low-Heywood, King, and Thomas  –  
that, from the beginning, shared similar educational missions. Our respected predecessor schools provide the 
foundation that continues to be drawn upon today, fueling the deeply rooted, defining elements of our School: 
exceptional Faculty, academic excellence, personalized approach to teaching and learning, culture of integrity, 
kindness, perseverance, and respect, and graduates succeed in the top colleges and universities and in life. 



King School     1450 Newfield Avenue • Stamford, CT 06905 • (203) 322-3496

A co-ed college preparatory school educating PreK-Grade 12 students from 30 towns …
Bedford  |  Darien  |  Greenwich  |  New Canaan  |  Norwalk  |  Pound Ridge  |  Stamford

www.kingschoolct.org  |  Knowledge for the Journey

Follow us:           kingschoolct            @kingschoolct           kingschoolct            kingschoolct

We invite you to learn more about and visit King School
Join us at our Open House, attend an Admission Coffee & Conversation, and enjoy a campus tour.   

We look forward to welcoming you to our community. 
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